NECA 2018 Energy Study Mission
The Battery Atlanta, 2625 Circle 75 Pkwy, Atlanta, GA

Tuesday, April 24th, 2018 – Tour of Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc. Facilities

11:00 AM  **Bus Departs from Omni Hotel at the Battery Atlanta**

12:00 PM  **Welcome and Lunch**

12:30 PM  **Tour of Jim McClung Lighting Center**
Controls (wired and wireless); experience room (visual light communication, bluetooth beacons, indoor positioning, wayfinding, IoT); tunable white (dynamic workplace lighting); building management system integration; and smart buildings (networked solutions and future proofing)

03:00 PM  **Bus to Integrated Solutions Factory (ISF) Building in Decatur, GA**

03:30 PM  **Tour of ISF Building**
Engineering facility; testing facilities; Voice of Customer (VOC) process; and discussion on change in value to the entire electrical value chain

05:00 PM  **Meeting Concludes**

06:30 PM  **Group Dinner** – C. Ellet’s Steakhouse, 2605 Circle 75 Pkwy Suite 400, Atlanta, GA (4 min walk from hotel)

Wednesday, April 25th, 2018 – Seminar at Omni Hotel at The Battery Atlanta, 2625 Circle 75 Pkwy, Atlanta, GA

07:30 AM  **Breakfast**

08:00 AM  **Tour Recap and Discussion, Sully Sullivan, Regional Vice President, Region 2 Pacific Northwest, C&I Sales, Acuity Brands Lighting, Inc.**

08:30 AM  **Priority Research for Our Industry, Jerry Hayes, President/CEO, United Electric, and Vice Chairman, ELECTRI International and Joey Shorter, Executive Director, ELECTRI International**

09:00 AM  **Smart Cities New Market Opportunity, Kelly Waters, Director, Power Connect**

09:30 AM  **The Internet of Things and Power Over Ethernet, Terry Coleman, Director, Electrical Training Alliance**

10:00 AM  **Coffee Break**

10:15 AM  **Growing Market Share Through Project and Commercial Inventory Finance, Ramsay Stevens, CEO, Buildify Inc.**

10:45 AM  **Energy Storage and Microgrid Training and Certification, Christopher Smith, Alternative Energy Engineer, California/Nevada NECA & IBEW LMCC**

11:15 AM  **Group Discussion/Closing Remarks**

12:00 PM  **Meeting Concludes**